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INTRODUCTION
As homogeneous projective varieties naturally obtained from complex
Ž .simple Lie algebras g , we have the adjoint ¤arieties, denoted by X g , that
Ž . Ž .is, for each g , the unique closed orbit of the action G { P# g , defined
by the adjoint representation Ad: G{g , where G is the inner automor-
Ž . Žphism group Int g of g , and P# g is the projectivization of g see, for
w x.example, Bv, B1, B2, KOY . On the other hand, from each complex
projective variety X : P N we obtain its secant ¤ariety, denoted by Sec X,
that is, the closure of the union of secant lines of X in P N. The secant
varieties are quite fundamental in projective geometry, which are charac-
terized by, for example, the following property for a smooth X : P N: the
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projection from a point P g P N to P Ny1 gives an isomorphism of X onto
Ž w x.its image if and only if P f Sec X see, for example, FR, LV, Z .
Ž .If one considers the case of an adjoint variety X g , then the secant
Ž . Ž .variety Sec X g allows the action of G since the action G { P# g is
linear.
The purpose of this article is to give an answer to the following
Ž .Problem. Find the orbit decomposition of the secant varieties Sec X g
Ž .of the adjoint varieties X g associated to complex simple Lie algebras g.
Ž . Ž .Of course, the adjoint variety X g is an orbit in Sec X g . In fact, if
one denotes by O the unique non-zero, minimal nilpotent orbit in gmin
with respect to the closure ordering, then, as is well known,
X g s p O ,Ž . min
 4 Ž .where p : g _ 0 “ P# g is the canonical projection. On the other hand,
Ž .it is known that the secant variety Sec X g has a dense orbit: In fact, if
 4H, X, Y is a Jacobson]Morozov standard triple corresponding to O ,min
Ž w x.with neutral element H see, for example, CM, p. 33 , then, according to
w xKOY, Proposition 5.3 , we have
Sec X g s G ? p H.Ž .
w xFurthermore, according to KY1 , we have the existence of a third orbit in
Ž . Ž .Sec X g in case of rk g G 2, while it is easily verified that Sec X sl C2
consists of the two orbits above.
Now our result is
Ž . Ž .THEOREM. For the adjoint ¤ariety X g : P# g associated to a complex
simple Lie algebra g , we ha¤e:
Ž . Ž .a The secant ¤ariety Sec X g is decomposed as a union of the dense
orbit G ? p H and a finite number of projecti¤izations of nilpotent orbits,
Ž .including X g . Namely, there exist a finite number of nilpotent orbits,
O [ O , O , . . . , O : g such that0 min 1 r
r
Sec X g s G ? p H " p O .Ž . @ i
is0
Ž .b The nilpotent orbits O , . . . , O abo¤e ha¤e a unique maximal orbit0 r
with respect to the closure ordering F .
Ž .c If the maximal orbit in O , . . . , O is denoted by O , then0 r max
codim p O , Sec X g s 1,Ž .Ž .max
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and for any nilpotent orbit O : g , we ha¤e
p O : Sec X g m O F O .Ž . max
Ž .d The maximal orbits O are gi¤en as follows:max
The nilpotent orbits in the table above are denoted by partition types for
Žclassical g and by the Bala]Carter label for exceptional g see, for
w x.example, SS, BC1, BC2, C, Chap. 13, CM, Chaps. 5 and 8 . Note that we
have isomorphisms so C , sp C and so C , sl C.5 4 6 4
COROLLARY. The Hasse diagrams of nilpotent orbits whose projecti¤iza-
Ž .tions are contained in Sec X g are gi¤en as
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where the superscripts denote the dimension of the orbits.
To prove the theorem, we have two basic results: one asserts the
Ž . Ž .nilpotency of orbits in Sec X g not through p H Proposition 1 , and the
Ž .other concerns the complement of the dense orbit through p H in Sec X g
Ž .Proposition 2 . In fact, by virtue of those results, the problem is reduced
Ž . Ž .to proving b and d above. Then, as we will see below, the cases of
sp C and of exceptional types E , E , E , and G are almost done. For2 n 6 7 8 2
the cases of sl C and so C, we need a simple observation on the rank ofn n
Ž .orbits Proposition 3 . The remaining case, of type F , is the most difficult,4
and we reduce the problem to finding the orbit decomposition of
Ž . Ž .Int g { P# g in case of type F Proposition 4 , where g denotes the0 1 4 i
graded piece of degree i of the graded decomposition g s [ g ofy2 F iF 2 i
Ž .contact type see Section 1 . It turns out that the realization of the
w xexceptional simple Lie algebras given by Yamaguti Y is essential.
Finally we should mention that our result is closely related to the recent
w x Ž .work of Kaneyuki Kn1, Kn2 see, for details, Section 3 .
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1. PRELIMINARIES
DEFINITION. For a complex simple Lie algebra g , the adjoint ¤ariety
Ž . Ž .associated to g , denoted by X g , is defined to be the unique closed
Ž .orbit of the action G { P# g , defined by the adjoint representation
Ad: G { g , where we set G [ Int g , the inner automorphism group of g ,
Ž . Ž  4. =and P# g [ g _ 0 rC .
Take a Cartan subalgebra h and a base D of the root system R with
Ž w x.respect to h , and fix an order on R defined by D see, for example, Hm1 .
Let l be the highest root, and take a highest root vector X g g. Then wel
have
G ? X s O .l min
w xLet X be a lowest root vector of g , and set H [ X , X g g. Then,yl l yl
 4multiplying by suitable scalars, one obtains a standard triple H, X , X ,l yl
 4 Ž .where H, X, Y is called a Jacobson]Morozov standard triple if these
elements satisfy the relation of the standard base of sl C as follows:2
w x w x w xH , X s 2 X , H , Y s y2Y , X , Y s H .
Those elements H, X, and Y are respectively called neutral, nil-positi¤e,
and nil-negati¤e elements. Moreover we have an eigenspace decomposition
of g with respect to ad H,
g s g , g s C ? X ,[ i " 2 " l
y2FiF2
 w x 4where g [ Y g g N H, Y s iY . This is called a graded decompositioni
of contact type in case of g / 0, that is, rk g G 2. The neutral element H1
is called the characteristic element of the graded decomposition.
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DEFINITION. For a complex projective variety X : P N, the secant vari-
ety of X : P N, denoted by Sec X, is defined by
NSec X [ x) y : P ,D
x , ygX , x/y
where x) y denotes the complex projective line in P N joining x and y.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. We ha¤e Sec X g s G ? P# C ? H [ g [ g .1 2
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let us denote by Tan X g the tangent variety of X g ; that is,
set
Tan X g [ T X g ,Ž . Ž .D x
Ž .xgX g
Ž . Ž . Ž .where T X g is the projective tangent space to X g at x in P# g .x
Ž .Obviously it follows from the definition that Tan X g is a closed subset of
Ž . Ž . Ž .P# g , hence of Sec X g . On the other hand, we see that Tan X g
Ž .contains a dense subset G ? p H of Sec X g . Indeed, we have
Tan X g s G ? T X gŽ . Ž .p Xl
w xand it follows from KOY, Proposition 2.2 that
T X g s P# C ? H [ g [ gŽ . Ž .p X 1 2l
Ž . Ž .with p H g P# C ? H [ g [ g . Therefore we see that Sec X g s1 2
Ž . Ž .Tan X g s G ? P# C ? H [ g [ g .1 2
Ž . Ž .Remark. The equality Sec X g s Tan X g above follows also from a
Žcorollary to the Fulton]Hansen connectedness theorem see, for example,
w x. Ž . Ž . ŽZ, I, 1.4. Theorem and the fact that dim Sec X g s 2 dim X g see
w x.KOY, Theorem 5.1 .
Ž .LEMMA 2. We ha¤e p H q g q g : G ? p H.1 2
Proof. Take Y g g and Y g g , and set1 1 2 2
U [ exp C ? ad H ? H q Y q Y .Ž . Ž .1 2
It follows that
1 n
exp t ad H H q Y q Y s t ad H H q Y q YŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 2 1 2n!nG0
s H q et Y q e2 t Y ,1 2
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w xsince H, Y s iY for i s 1, 2. Therefore we havei i
U s H q sY q s2 Y N s g C= . 41 2
Ž .Taking the closure of the image p U in P# g , we obtain
2 2 1p U s p s H q s s Y q s Y N s : s g P : P# g .Ž . Ž . 40 0 1 1 1 2 0 1
Then we find
G ? p H l p U / B.Ž .
Ž .Indeed, p U is of course dense in p U, and G ? p H l p U is a non-empty
Ž .open subset of p U since p H g G ? p H l p U and G ? p H is an open
Ž . Ž w x.subset of Sec X g see KOY, Proposition 5.3 . Therefore we have
Ž .p U : G ? p H since exp C ? ad H : G; hence p H q Y q Y g G ? p H.1 2
Ž .LEMMA 3. We ha¤e p Y q g : G ? p Y for any non-zero Y g g .1 2 1 1 1
Proof. Consider the root space decomposition of g ,1
g s g ,[1 a
agRl
 q 4 qwhere R [ a g R N l y a g R , R is the system of roots, and R isl
the set of positive roots. According to this decomposition, we have
Y s Y , Y g g .Ý1 a a a
agRl
It follows that Y / 0 for some g g R since Y / 0. Set b [ l y g g R.g l 1
w xThen b g R and one can choose Z g g such that Z, Y s X sincel b g l
w x w xg , g s g . Moreover we see that if a / g , then Z, g s 0: Indeed,b g 2 a
w x w x w xif Z, g / 0, then b q a s l since Z, g : g , g s g s g witha a 1 1 2 l
Ž . Ž .Z g g . Therefore, exp sZ Y s Y q sX , and exp sZ Y s Y for anyb g g l a a
a g R with a / g . Thusl
exp sZ Y s Y q sX ,Ž . 1 1 l
and we obtain the conclusion since exp sZ g G.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Any orbit in Sec X g through neither p H nor p Xl
Ž . Ž .intersects P# g . In particular, any orbit in Sec X g not through p H is1
nilpotent.
Ž . ŽProof. According to Lemma 1, any orbit in Sec X g intersects P# C ?
.H [ g [ g . On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2 that any orbit1 2
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Ž . Ž .through P# C ? H [ g [ g but not through p H intersects P# g [ g ,1 2 1 2
Ž .and from Lemma 3 that any orbit through P# g [ g but not through1 2
Ž .p X intersects P# g . Therefore we obtain the result.l 1
Ž .A restriction of G { P# g yields a natural action,
G { P# g ,Ž .0 1
where we set G [ Int g . Indeed, it follows from the Jacobi identity that0 0
w x Ž . Ž .g , g : g . Since G : G and P# g : Sec X g , we have a well-de-i j iqj 0 1
fined, natural map,
C : orbits of G { P# g “ orbits of G { Sec X g . 4 4Ž . Ž .0 1
Then Proposition 1 yields that the image of C contains the set of orbits
through neither p X nor p H.l
Ž .Remark. a The image of C does not contain G ? p H, since ad H is
not nilpotent.
Ž . Ž .b The image of C does not contain X g in general: In fact,
w x Ž . Ž .according to KY1 , P# g l X g s B if and only if g , sl C or1 2
g , sp C for some n.2 n
Ž . w xc Using KY1 , one can show that C is not injective if g , sl Cn
for any n G 3. Moreover, it turns out that the converse is also true: In fact,
w xwe will give in a forthcoming paper KY2 a complete description of the
Ž .orbit decomposition of G { P# g .0 1
PROPOSITION 2. For a semi-simple element E of a semi-simple Lie algebra
Ž .g with G [ Int g , consider the projecti¤ization G ? p E : P# g of the
adjoint orbit through E in g. Then the complement in its closure,
G ? p E _ G ? p E,
has pure codimension 1 in G ? p E.
w xProof. The orbit G ? E is affine since it follow from S, 4.4.5 that the
orbit G ? E is closed in the affine space g. On the other hand,
p N : G ? E “ G ? p EG?E
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .is a quotient by C p E rC E , where C p E and C E respectivelyG G G G
Ž .denote the stabilizers of p E g P# g and of E g g. Since E is semi-sim-
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.ple, C p E rC E is a finite group see, for example, DS, Lemma 5.1 ,G G
so that p N is a finite morphism in the scheme-theoretic sense. There-G?E
w xfore, it follows from Hr1, II.1.5 that G ? p E is also affine. Now the claim
w xfollows from Hr1, II.3.1 .
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wRemark. With the assumptions of Proposition 2, it follows from Hr1,
xII.6.2 that if dim G ? p E G 2, then the complement is connected.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM
Ž .First of all, the statement a of the theorem follows from Proposition 1
since the number of nilpotent orbits in a semi-simple g is finite, as is well
Ž w x.known see, for example, CM, Theorem 3.5.4 . In particular, it is obvious
 4that there exist maximal elements of O , . . . , O .0 r
Ž .Next, for any nilpotent orbit O : g , we have that p O : Sec X g if and
 4only if there is a maximal element O of O , . . . , O such that O F O . Oni 0 r i
 4the other hand, O is a maximal element of O , . . . , O if and only ifi 0 r
codim p O , Sec X g s 1,Ž .Ž .i
since it follows from Proposition 2 that any irreducible component of
Ž . Ž .Sec X g _ G ? p H has codimension 1 in Sec X g s G ? p H. Therefore,
Ž . Ž .the statement c is clear, once the uniqueness b is established. Note that
the condition above is equivalent to
codim1 dim O s 2 dim O y 2.Ž . i min
w x Ž .Indeed, it follows from KOY, Theorem 5.1 that dim Sec X g s
Ž .2 dim X g , and we have in general dim p O s dim O y 1 for a nilpotent
orbit O : g.
Ž . Ž .Thus, it suffices to show the statements b and d : we check the claims
case by case. Let us start with
w xC: For g s sp C, according to CM, Theorem 5.1.3 , the nilpotent2 n
orbits correspond bijectively to the partitions of 2n such that odd parts
occur with even multiplicity, and the Hasse diagram for sp C is as2 n
follows:
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We have O s O 2 ny2 , and O 2 2 ny4 is the only nilpotent orbit satisfyingmin w21 x w2 1 x
Ž . w xthe condition codim1 above since it follows from CM, Corollary 6.1.4
that dim O 2 2 ny4 s 4n y 2 and dim O 2 ny2 s 2n. Therefore, O 2 2 ny4w2 1 x w21 x w2 1 x
must be the unique maximal orbit.
w xEG: It follows from CM, Sect. 8.4 that O is the only nilpotent orbitA2
Ž .satisfying codim1 for the cases E , E and E , and O for G , while6 7 8 G Ža . 22 1
Ž .O s O for all exceptional g. Therefore, the orbit satisfying codim1min A1
must be the unique maximal orbit in each case.
As we will see below, in the remaining cases, the nilpotent orbits
Ž .satisfying codim1 are not necessarily unique: For the classical cases, we
need
PROPOSITION 3. Assume that g is a subalgebra of sl C. Then for anyN
Ž .orbit O : g if p O : Sec X g , then rk O F 2 rk O , where rk O is de-min
fined to be the rank of any element in O as a matrix ¤ia the embedding
g : sl C.N
Proof. It suffices to show that rk A F 2 rk O for a general A g gmin
Ž .such that p A g Sec X g : Indeed, rk is a lower semi-continuous function
Ž .on P# g . Then we may assume that p A g p A )p A for some A g g0 1 i
Ž . Žwith p A g X g . Replacing the A with suitable scalar multiples ifi i
.necessary , we may assume moreover that A s A q A . Then we have0 1
rk A F rk A q rk A s 2 rk O since A g O .0 1 min i min
w xA: For g s sl C, according to CM, Theorem 5.1.1 , the nilpotentn
orbits correspond bijectively to the partitions of n, and the Hasse diagram
for sl C is as follows:n
We have O s O ny 2 . It follows from Proposition 3 that p O 3 ny6 ›min w21 x w2 1 x
Ž . 3 ny6Sec X g since rk O s 3 while rk O s 1. On the other hand,w2 1 x min
Ž . wny 3O satisfies the condition codim1 since it follows from CM, Corol-w31 x
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x ny 3 ny2lary 6.1.4 that dim O s 4n y 6 and dim O s 2n y 2. There-w31 x w21 x
fore, for any n G 3, O ny 3 must be the unique maximal orbit. In case ofw31 x
n s 2 obviously O is the unique maximal orbit.w2x
w xBD: For g s so C, according to CM, Theorems 5.1.2, 5.1.4 , then
nilpotent orbits correspond bijectively to the partitions of n such that even
parts occur with even multiplicity except that in case n is even, very even
partitions d correspond to two orbits, denoted by O I and O II, where ad d
partition d is said to be ¤ery e¤en if d has only even parts and each
multiplicity is even. Therefore, the Hasse diagram for so C isn
where O Ž I, II .4 ny8 with n s 8 and O Ž I, II .6 ny12 with n s 12 are corresponding tow2 1 x w2 1 x
the very even case, and decompose into two orbits. We have O s O 2 ny4 .min w2 1 x
It follows from Proposition 3 that neither p O 4 ny11 nor p O 6 ny12w32 1 x w2 1 x
Ž . 4 ny11 6 ny12are contained in Sec X g since rk O s rk O s 6 whilew32 1 x w2 1 x
Ž .2 ny6rk O s 2. On the other hand, O satisfies codim1 since it followsmin w3 1 x
w x 2 ny6 2 ny4from CM, Corollary 6.1.4 that dim O s 4n y 14 and dim O sw3 1 x w2 1 x
2n y 6. Therefore if n G 6, then O 2 ny6 must be the unique maximalw3 1 x
orbit.
For the last case of type F we need the following notation: If h is a4
 4Cartan subalgebra of g and D s a , . . . , a is a base of simple roots,1 l
then the weighted Dynkin diagram of H g h is defined to be the Dynkin
Ž .  4diagram of g with a H inserted at the ith node. If H, X, Y is ai
standard triple with H g h , then the weighted Dynkin diagram of the orbit
through X is defined to be that of H.
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w xF: Assume g is of type F . It follows from CM, Sect. 8.4 that O as4 A2
Ž .well as O satisfy codim1 and their weighted Dynkin diagrams areA˜2
Ž .while O s O . It suffices to show that p O › Sec X F , and the˜A min A 41 2
required result follows from Proposition 1 and
PROPOSITION 4. Let g be the complex simple Lie algebra of type F with4
graded decomposition g s [ g of contact type, and let F N 1 Fy2 F iF 2 i i
4 w xi F 14 be the base of g gi¤en in Y, Appendix . Then representati¤es for the1
Ž .orbits of G { P# g and the weighted Dynkin diagrams for nilpotent orbits0 1
in g through those representati¤es are gi¤en as follows:
Proof. Observe that if suffices to show that the nilpotent orbits in g
through the four elements above have the required weighted Dynkin
diagrams: Indeed, this implies that the four orbits in g through those1
Ž .elements are distinct, while we have as a fact that the action G { P# g0 1
has exactly four orbits. Actually, this fact would be best described in
connection with the realization of Freudenthal’s magic square via the
Ž w x w Ž . x.theory of Jordan algebras see F ; see also M, 5.10 , At, p. 22 . A proof
by means of the classification of Lie algebras is given as follows: We have a
decomposition
g s C ? H [ gSS ,0 0
SS w xwhere g denotes the semi-simple part g , g of a reductive algebra g .0 0 0 0
We see from the Dynkin diagram of g that gSS is a simple Lie algebra of0 0
Ž w x.type C see, for example, As, p. 53 . According to this decomposition, it3
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Ž w x.follows from Weyl’s dimension formula see, for example, SK, Sect. 1
that the action G { g turns out to be0 1
GL C = Sp C { C m G L ,Ž .1 6
Ž .where G L is the irreducible Sp C-module of dimension 14 with highest6
w xweight L s l or L s l . Now it follows from V, Proposition 2 that the2 3
number of orbits of G { g is finite. On the other hand, according to0 1
w x Ž .SK, Proposition 20 , GL C = Sp C { C m G l has infinitely many or-1 6 2
bits. Thus L s l and the action in question is equivalent to3
Ž . w xGL C = Sp C {C m G l . Now the claim follows from I, Proposition 71 6 3
w xas well as Km, Sect. 9 . This completes the proof of the fact.
Now, we compute the weighted Dynkin diagrams for the orbits in g
 4through the nilpotent elements above. Let F N 1 F i F 14 andi
 4H , . . . , H be, respectively, the bases of g and of a Cartan subalgebra1 4 y1
w x  4h given in Y, Appendix . Denote by v , . . . , v the dual of H ’s. Then it1 4 i
w xfollows from Y, Appendix that
v q v , v y v , v q v , v y v1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4
form a base of positive, strongly orthogonal roots, and we have four
standard triples as follows:
neutral nil-positive nil-negative
H q H 2F y2F1 2 7 1
H y H 2F y2F1 2 8 2
H q H 2F y2F3 4 9 3
H y H 2F y2F3 4 14 13
Recall that a base of roots for h* is strongly orthogonal if any sum or
difference of two of its elements is never a root. From the standard triples
above we obtain the following standard triples:
neutral nil-positive nil-negative
H q H 2F y2F1 2 7 1
Ž . Ž .2 H 2 F q F y2 F q F1 7 8 1 2
Ž . Ž .2 H q H q H 2 F q F q F y2 F q F q F1 3 4 7 8 9 1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 H q H 2 F q F q F q F y2 F q F q F q F1 3 7 8 9 14 1 2 3 13
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Indeed, it follows from the strong orthogonality that, for example,
2 F q F q F q F , y2 F q F q F q FŽ .Ž .7 8 9 14 1 2 3 13
s H q H q H y H q H q H q H y HŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4
s 2 H q 2 H ,1 3
2 H q H , 2 F q F q F q FŽ . Ž .1 3 7 8 9 14
s H q H q H y H q H q H q H y H ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4
2 F q F q F q FŽ .7 8 9 14
s H q H , 2F q H y H , 2F q H q H , 2F1 2 7 1 2 8 3 4 9
q H y H , 2F3 4 14
s 4F q 4F q 4F q 4F ,7 8 9 14
2 H q H , y2 F q F q F q FŽ . Ž .1 3 1 2 3 13
s H q H q H y H q H q H q H y H ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4
y2 F q F q F q FŽ .1 2 3 13
w x w x w xs H q H , y2F q H y H , y2F q H q H , y2F1 2 1 1 2 2 3 4 3
q H y H , y2F3 4 13
s 4F q 4F q 4F q 4F .1 2 3 13
Now set
a [ v y v , a [ v y v , a [ v ,1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4
1
a [ v y v y v y v .Ž .4 1 2 3 42
w x  4Then, it follows from Y, Appendix that D s a , . . . , a forms a base of1 4
simple roots, and the Dynkin diagram is as follows:
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Therefore the weighted Dynkin diagrams of H q H , 2 H , 2 H q H q1 2 1 1 3
H , 2 H q 2 H are as follows:4 1 3
In particular, H q H and 2 H are dominant with respect to D. There-1 2 1
fore, the weighted Dynkin diagrams of H q H and 2 H above respec-1 2 1
tively give those of nilpotent orbits through F and F q F , as is7 7 8
Ž .required. On the other hand, we see that s s 2 H q H q H isa a 1 3 42 1
dominant though 2 H q H q H is not, where s denotes the reflection1 3 4 a
with respect to a simple root a : Indeed, it follows from the recipe below
that
Ž .Therefore, the last diagram corresponding to s s 2 H q H q H givesa a 1 3 42 1
the weighted Dynkin diagram of the nilpotent orbit through F q F q7 8
Ž .F , as is required. Similarly we see that s 2 H q 2 H is dominant since9 a 1 31
and the last diagram gives the weighted Dynkin diagram of the nilpotent
orbit through F q F q F q F . Thus we obtain the required result.7 8 9 14
RECIPE. Let c be the coefficient of the ith node in the diagram for H
Ž .abo¤e. To compute s H , change c to yc at the ith node and adda i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .yc ? 2 a , a r a , a at e¤ery jth node adjacent to the ith node. Here ?, ?j i i i
is any positi¤e definite bilinear form which is in¤ariant under the action of the
.Weyl group. Obser¤e that this is just c itself unless a is longer than a .j i
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This follows from the formula for a reflection: Indeed, we have
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a s H s a H with a [ s a s a y 2 a , a r a , a ? a .j a a j j j i i i ii i
3. FINAL REMARK
Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra. For a graded decomposition
g s g[ i
ynFiFn
of order n with characteristic element Z, consider the coset space,
M [ GrC Z ,Ž .G
Ž .where we set G [ Int g and C Z is the stabilizer of Z g g , as before.G
w x Ž w x.In Kn1, Sect. 3 see also Kn3, 3.2 , Kaneyuki gave a G-equivariant
˜compactification of M, denoted by M. Moreover in case of n s 1, he
˜obtained the orbit decomposition of M and found that the number of
˜orbits in M is equal to rk M q 1, where rk M is the split rank of M as a
simple reducible pseudo-hermitian symmetric space.
In this context, our work in the case of rk g G 2 is closely related to the
case of the graded decomposition of contact type: In fact, consider M
corresponding to the graded decomposition of contact type. Then the
Ž .secant variety Sec X g is a G-equivariant compactification of
M
,
C p H rC HŽ . Ž .G G
Ž . Ž .where C p H is the stabilizer of p H g P# g and H is the characteris-G
Ž .tic element for the gradation of contact type. Indeed, we have GrC p HG
w xs G ? p H and it follows from KOY, Proposition 5.3 that G ? p Hs
Ž .Sec X g , which allows the action of G. For the case g s sl C, it is easily2
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .shown that X sl C is a conic in P# sl C s P with Sec X sl C s2 2 2
Ž . Ž .P# sl C , and GrC p H s G ? p H coincides with the complement of2 G
Ž . Ž w x.X sl C see KOY, Proposition 4.1 . This corresponds to the basic2
Ž w x.example of Kaneyuki’s theory see Kn1, p. 333 .
Ž . Ž .Note that C p H rC H is a finite group since H is semi-simple. InG G
fact, we have
PROPOSITION 5. If H is the neutral element of a standard triple corre-
sponding to O , gi¤en in Section 1, thenmin
C p H : C H s 2.Ž . Ž .Ž .G G
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Proof. It suffices to show that
y1  4p p H l G ? H s H , yH .
The inclusion : is obtained by following the argument in the proof of
w xDS, Lemma 5.1 . Indeed, if lH g G ? H with l g C, then ad lH and
 4ad H have the same set of eigenvalues, which is equal to 0, " 2 in case of
 4g s sl C, and 0, " 1, " 2 otherwise. Therefore, it follows that l s "1.2
To show the converse, we first consider the case of g s sl C. We may2
assume that g is the set of traceless matrices of size 2 with G s PSL C2
and
1 0H s .
0 y1
y1 y1Then we have G ? H 2 g ? H s gHg s yH g p p H, where g g G is
represented by
0 1g [ g SL C.2y1 0
Next, for arbitrary g , consider the embedding
i : PSL C ¤ G2
associated to the composition of
sl C , g [ C ? H [ g : g .2 y2 2
Then, using g g PSL C above, we have i g ? H s yH with i g g G, and2
we obtain the result.
w xRemark. For another proof of this result, see KY1, Sect. 3, Corollary .
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